and loud gasps that punctuate the song, awkwardly, with upset that seems somehow too real, too much, for a play. They grab at each other's faces, desperate for last touches of comfort. Then, lights down: Achilles (Justin Salinger) enters, tells the assembled group that Odysseus has decreed Iphigenia must die. The only low, low light on stage filters through the huge windows that mark the upper edges of the Lyttleton proscenium, radically foreshortened for this production. Iphigenia's body, clad in her white wedding dress, stands out starkly, remarkably bright against the moment's gloom. The only other object that catches my eye is the mannequin at centre stage who wears Iphigenia's white veil, the other portion of her dress's couture; together, girl and mannequin provoke a double-take, sear onto the darkened stage the uncanny image of a future lost in the ruse that has brought Iphigenia to Aulis not for marriage, but for murder. For a tense moment, we see Iphigenia, literally, as two bodies: the ethereal, other-worldly, virgin-white mannequin body dressed for giddy anticipation, and the all-too-worldly body, in its 14]). While I do not want to diminish the value of Taylor's excellent translation or its obvious importance to this production's overall effects, because Mitchell and her actors work with text in an interrogatory way (see my arguments below), frequently toying with or even discarding the language of the play as written, I have chosen to take all quotations from the performance I watched on archive video, cross-referenced with the anything but murder. More than that: we will see the incredible, visceral struggle of the body beneath the show and collide with the difficult question of how to encounter it, how to move beyond our comfortable empathy to a more rigorous ethics of spectatorship.
What happens to a body when circumstance demands it enact its own forgetting?
How does it react, and what does it abreact? This is the story of the vulnerable, violated female body forgotten, effaced, elided -by the machinations of performance. This is the story of sacrifice's careful staging -and of the sacrificial body's unexpected, performative return. *** Perhaps I risk stating the obvious when I say that theatre is a remarkably ambivalent medium. While many performance scholars (and I gladly include myself in these ranks) cleave whole-heartedly to theatre's power to represent injustice and provoke social activism, students of Michel Foucault and after also know well performance's potential to act on behalf of state power, as national governments stage-manage the appearance of their authority on a grand scale. From early English royal entry pageants to the executionary theatres of the French Revolution; from Argentina during the Dirty War to contemporary North Korea to George W. Bush proudly costumed as Commander-inChief on the deck of an air-craft carrier in the Persian Gulf, state performances routinely mask the loss of human life with the pompous spectacle of national good, neatly effacing massive suffering by eliding it with bodily sacrifice as a patriotic, even salvific practice. In my work I am particularly interested in a specific facet of this power of performative erasure, in which women who have been or are about to become the victims of violence -even, and in fact especially, the most seemingly mundane, domestic acts of violence -are enlisted to make their suffering disappear (or appear as other than suffering), to enact its public cover-up. Their stagings reframe violence against women as the reflection (rather than inversion) of a benevolent patriarchy, masking that violence's very source in the latter's authority and thus protecting it from the threats misogynist violence poses to its claims of good governance. These acts of erasure have a long and difficult history: any heavily patriarchal culture relies for its perpetuation on the containment and subordination of differently sexed and gendered bodies, and thus on the performative and discursive elision of the routine violence of subordination that is the crucial stuff of its power.
6 But the disappearing acts that frame violence against women proof of non-consent continues to be placed on victims, and in the countless women each year who are abused at home and yet perform, on their public stages, the role of devoted, promise to "kill" her "with kindness" resonates through the play as a covert act of torture that refuses to reveal either its punitive roots or its vicious intent. Like Iphigenia, Anne embraces her fate: she starves herself to death in penance. But, also like Iphigenia, the cost of that embrace threatens both physically and psychically to overwhelm Anne.
Reeves' performance, like Morahan's twelve years later, staged both the body that embraced and the body overwhelmed: barely able to speak her praise to her husband and her Lord, Reeves' voice during her climactic deathbed scene was audibly ravaged, rasping, her frame barely able to heave itself up into a sitting position. Meanwhile, both she and Maloney wept and keened loudly and sloppily in a manner that eerily anticipated the later work of Morahan and Duchêne.
Babel's voices
To get to Iphigenia's central moment -the moment of violence's uncanny transformation, of the title character's desperate attempt to stage her own murder sous rature -we first need to back up a bit. The centerpiece of Mitchell's production is in fact not Iphigenia at all, who plays a minimal role until her big scene late in the show, but rather the chatty, sycophantic chorus of women from Chalcis, clad in black mid-century Dior-style dresses, their handbags, compacts, and autograph books at the ready. As numerous reviewers noted, these women were fidgety, twittering birds, 'fussy, twitchy, a constant neurotic fluster of grooming and lipstick'. 11 They never stopped moving, rarely stopped talking -and at several key moments they found themselves trapped in the bright glare of lights beamed, surveillance-style, onto the stage from the auditorium space.
These lights always came up with an unholy, industrial clang that echoed through every body in the theatre; pinned by their eye, the women amped up their already anxious, manic energy. Splayed against the set's back wall, stuttering their lines to the audience/the lights, they fussed and dropped their handbags, attempted (inevitably failed) escape into the wings, and broke into measured foxtrots at the sound of dance music piped over the P.A. system. Reviewers' assessments of the chorus women were decidedly mixed. Approximately half found them to be an effective representation of the work's major themes, a strong reminder of how the mundane, in times of war, can become vicious, discombobulating, threatening. 12 Others found that their excessive fidgeting and garbled speech marred the performance, distracting audiences with moments of misplaced comedy or farce.
13
The chorus women's mixed reviews are no surprise to me, for they perfectly telescope the larger ethical questions I perceive at the heart of Mitchell's work in this production and elsewhere: What characterizes 'good' acting? How is it supposed to make us, in the audience, feel? What extra-theatrical purposes does it serve? Does good acting provoke a cathartic reaction? If so, who benefits? When is good acting benign, laudable, and when is it potentially malignant, a risk to performers and spectators alike? Mitchell's women of Chalcis were, from the moment they entered near the top of the show, a clump of awkward bodies press-ganged into an existing set of social and performative conventions; the pressure to act properly bore down on them physically and psychically.
Under that pressure, they relentlessly messed up convention, making us painfully aware The performers were given very simple, concrete instructions to achieve the effect. They were told that the lights suddenly went on and they saw hundreds of men sitting in front of them, leaning back and smoking. The men said nothing, they just looked at the women. It frightened the women, who finally came to the conclusion that the men were expecting something of them. And, then, dance music was suddenly pumped through the PA system in the room where the women were and the women felt that they were being instructed to dance.
However, they had no partners and they were afraid, so they didn't always dance well.
14 Accosted by an audience (one, rather ironically, that sounds remarkably like Brecht's idealized group of contemplative male smokers), the chorus women were constantly made aware of the need to produce a particular look and feel, a specific set of reality effects; they were constantly reminded that they were on a stage, and that their watchers had certain expectations. The ethical circumstances that surrounded their being on that stage, however -imminent war, a restless army, their ambivalent, uncertain responses to Agamemnon's cruel trick on his wife and daughter -prevented them from complying altogether willingly with performance's demands. Their conscious attempts to generate the expected reality effect (the soothing appearance of the waving crowd; dancing for the good of the war effort) were thwarted at every turn by gut reactions, by their bodies' urges to flight, by the eruption of unconscious anxieties -low-level panic. What the chorus women produced was not conventional 'good' acting at all, but the failure of that convention in the face of the bodily and emotional needs it attempted to over-write.
Theirs was an urgent compulsion to conform, to 'act natural', coupled with a panicky need to acknowledge what was being sidelined by the demand that provoked the compulsion. Theirs was not proper naturalism, but naturalism performed under the fear of -indeed, as a form of -physical and emotional violence.
One of the most controversial aspects of the chorus was its engagement with the play's text: Mitchell asked the chorus performers largely to disregard it. As she explains in her interview with Shevtsova, she was less interested in the meaning of the chorus' words than in the women's actions and reactions to the time, place and circumstances in which they found themselves: 'I said: "You have just got to keep talking because there are these men sitting there, looking at you, and, if you do not keep talking, they might do something really ugly to you." That, I think, is a hard acting task, particularly in British theatre, because here the text is often seen as sacred and it is a risky business not to speak it very clearly in a production'. He knows when Elizabeth von R. has not told him the whole truth, because her body rebels: her symptoms return.
As a rule the patient was free from pain when we started work. If, then, by a question or by pressure upon her head I called up a memory, a sensation of pain would make its first appearance, and this was usually so sharp that the patient would give a start and put her hand to the painful spot. The pain that was thus aroused would persist so long as she was under the influence of the memory; it would reach its climax when she was in the act of telling me the essential and decisive part of what she had to communicate, and with the last word of this it would disappear. I came in time to use such pains as a compass to guide me; if she stopped talking but admitted that she still had a pain, I knew that she had not told me everything, and insisted on her continuing her story till the pain had been talked away. we hear the echo of her body in the process of its going missing.
Iphigenia's sacrificial performance before the microphone begins with the same kind of awkward, jumbled jumpiness that characterizes much of the rest of the physical movement in this production. Morahan fumbles to turn on the mike while every other actor on stage seems wired to explode. She struggles, visibly and audibly, to invent her 'heroic' speech on the fly; she alternately grips and lets go of the microphone's stand, pressing her hands to her face and stammering 'uh's into the air. Iphigenia's fumbling gestures embody the 'willing' sacrifice as a performative figment, demonstrating the extreme pressure violence's rhetorical disappearance exerts on the body that must disown the suffering it feels. In Iphigenia's panic, her strain to make the speech of a lifetime despite her body's resistance to the script of sacrifice, I see and hear the devastating loss -of life, of future, of family -her words work to erase. 'I dedicate my body as a gift for
Greece': each word is carefully intoned, Morahan leaning into the mouthpiece for good measure. 'Take me, sacrifice me, and then to Troy. Plunder the whole city, and when you leave it leave a ruin. That will be my memorial'. She steps back, momentarily unable to continue; she takes her hands off the microphone stand, which she has been clutching for support, and pushes the heels of her palms hard into her eyes. I watch her strain for both language and the tongue to speak it; at several moments, she breaks down, gasping and crying, even as she channels the voice of the state through her body. She instructs her mother not to weep as she claims 'I am the lucky one', but these words stick and she is overcome. She tries not to cry into the mouthpiece. As she declares her final willingness -'this blood of mine will cancel the gods' decree, and the ships will put to sea' -she gulps the last word, weeps, falls away, then returns to the mike, always conscious to ensure that her convulsing head is below its own. Greece must not hear these forbidden sounds.
Mitchell's technique in this scene is one of selective amplification: Iphigenia's grand speech resonates through the walls and to the waiting crowd, boosted by the visibly for and through the powers that surround and circumscribe this young girl: her microphone is their tool, their idol, the thing that is supposed to make the state's voice (the voices of Agamemnon, Menelaus, Odysseus, Achilles) seem remarkable, natural, unbreachable. Thus must her body match now the dimensions of its mimetic frame, must her small voice, amplified a thousand-fold, mirror and confirm the force of its own. But, like the chorus women's foxtrotting bodies of earlier scenes, neither Iphigenia's voice nor her body can conform seamlessly to the performance convention that ensnares her at this moment; backstage, we see through her manic rushing and momentary breakdowns insisting that a just response to Iphigenia's experience must be more than cognitive, and far from simply binary.
Acts of witness
The disrupts any claims to the familiar, the sense of the same, we might seek in another's face. Levinas' face represents the sacrificial script reversed: not flesh made into (W)ord, body forced to conform to the shape of a comforting language, but rather word made flesh, text interrupted and mutated by the sudden tangibility, undeniability, of embodied suffering. The face signs the Christian prohibition against murder -'thou shalt not kill' -and yet it may not be assimilated seamlessly into God's Word (into the words of any god) for it speaks in excess of Symbolic language, speaks 'an agony, an injurability, at the same time that it bespeaks a divine prohibition against killing'. 28 The face, in other words, manifests the power of violence alongside the force of its too-easily-elided consequences (agony, injurability), articulating 'the wordless vocalization of suffering that marks the limits of linguistic translation' in the formula governing violence's performative erasure. 'The face, if we are to put words to its meaning, will be that for which no words really work', Butler writes; '[it] seems to be a kind of sound, the sound of language evacuating its sense, the sonorous substratum of vocalization that precedes and limits the delivery of any semantic sense'. 29 The face, finally, is the sound of human suffering in the act of begging a witness, staged in front of (in the face of?) the equally ardent and powerful call to translate that suffering into some other kind of sign. It is the voice not before language but beneath it, expelled by it, the agonized sounds language disavows in order to constitute itself as text, as the mark of civilization. The face is thus also, and most importantly, a call to ethics, 30 a call for me to witness the limit of my power to represent the experience of an other; it provokes instead a different kind of encounter, one that challenges the very way in which I come to know that other, and know it from myself.
At the microphone, Iphigenia becomes this face. When the mike picks up her and the other women's unadorned sounds of agony alongside the sacrificial script of glory and salvation ('My sacrifice brings salvation to the Greeks, and victory', Iphigenia tells the crowd; she rushes away from the mike, frantic, as the chorus women continue to cry and sing), we see, hear and feel the sounds that script expels, 'the sound of language evacuating its sense'; it moves us toward a visceral encounter with Iphigenia's experience that the normative regulations governing her violence's performative erasure cannot contain, anticipate, or express. Mitchell's radical naturalism offers in these uncanny sound-images -in their power to enter our bodies, change momentarily our somatic response to the performance -much more than realism's hysterical body- To witness beyond recognition is to understand the experience of the other as both profoundly connected to our own, and yet quite beyond the boundaries of our immediate Simon points out that there is nothing wrong with this form of spectatorship; it is an essential human practice that makes most intersubjective encounter possible. But he also notes that spectatorship alone can never produce a genuinely ethical encounter, an encounter with the other as other that is the province of the witness, because it refuses to place the spectator him or herself in a position of emotional or epistemological vulnerability, of 'undoing'. For Simon, as for Linda Kintz, witness is both an act of embodiment and an act of dis-embodiment: as a witness I become implicated in the story of the other, become 'obligated' by his or her testimony, 36 while also allowing myself to become profoundly disturbed, disarticulated, by the foreign contours of that story.
Witnessing makes us question who we are, what we think we know, and how we know it;
it 'is neither a metaphor for simply being emotionally moved by another's story nor a traumatic repetition', but 'signals a recognition of an encounter with difficult knowledge
[…] that which brings me more than I can contain'. 37 The witness to trauma, as Dori
Laub puts it, must also be prepared to be 'a witness to himself [sic]'.
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How does Katie Mitchell, finally, show us to ourselves, demand a reconfiguration of our knowledge of this girl Iphigenia, her violence, its loss? Her speeches over (her time run out), Iphigenia is hauled bodily offstage. 'Not one tear, mother!' Morahan shouts, frantic, as she is pulled away; left behind, Clytemnestra crumbles, shrieking and sobbing, to the floor as the door clangs shut. That clang is louder than life; like so much else here it has an uncanny voice, and as that voice booms through the auditorium it makes once more manifest the haunting, echoing sounds of loss that have littered the preceding scene. Then, the door comes down; loud, loud machine noises fill the entire space. The ceiling rains in; the chorus women run away. Iphigenia is murdered -and the house goes, literally, to pieces.
An old man enters to tell Clytemnestra of Iphigenia's miracle transformation on the altar, but by now the damage is done. The soothing promise of salvation for mother, daughter, and for Greece he brings (and which Achilles echoes, as he tells Clytemnestra to 'put away' her grief and anger against her husband) cannot erase the physical force with which Mitchell has performed Iphigenia's final erasure, translated it not into signs, into text, but into a kind of architectural destruction, an almost earthquake-like Armageddon. We do not see either the violence of sacrifice or sacrifice's supposed conversion into the body/text of myth; instead, we hear in our assaulted ears and feel in our jolted frames the resonance of suffering and terror that cannot simply be talked away, easily turned to comfort, even as the old messenger attempts once more, futilely, to do just that. For Roger Simon, the 'touch of the past' that moves the witness is worldshaking in this very way; it is a remembrance that is 'always incomplete', 39 a story for which we don't quite have a proof, impelling us 'into a confrontation and reckoning not only with stories of the past but also with ourselves as we are (historically, existentially, socially) in the present'. This kind of performance -call it a feminist performance of violence -does not ask how it might make the experience of violence's loss seem real on stage. Rather, it asks Taylor's question: how stage a blinding? When a woman's body in violence, suffering, panic and fear promises to go so spectacularly missing -as does Iphigenia's here -this
